
The first photographic dialogue, that I am glad to share, talks about this. It is the dialogue of a woman, her name 
is Louise, who listens to the male part of herself, chooses it, declares it. It’s only 1845, six years after the official 
announcement of François Arago; this reminds us that from the very beginning photography has been able 
to welcome self investigation, the anxiety, the need, the value of this research. Next to Louise, who’s probably 
French or English, there is a man seen from behind, a man who looks just like Louise. A man who fifteen years 
later, in 1860 and in the United States, denies himself to the camera and its revealing gaze. To show oneself, 
withdraw, uncover, hide. Facing the unknown is a challenge, sometimes a dangerous game. Though it is in this 
tension, in this richness of relationships that the beating heart of my collection resides, the sense of its evolution 
and the invitation to follow it.

Anonymous, Louise (Female Cross Dresser),
1845 ca., France

Anonymous, Untitled, 1860 ca., United States
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Of that black pupil he had made the center of his solar system. She was the star, she was the light, she was 
blinding. The earth and its inhabitants had no other choice but to follow the laws of astronomy and orbit around 
her, following the ellipse of the oval frame that isolated that fiery eye. When the Countess of Castiglione asked 
Pierre-Louis Pierson to portray her in the famous Scherzo di follia, it was already a memory, life at the court of 
Paris, the passion of Napoleon III, the dances, the dress of a “queen of hearts”; one of the embroidered hearts had 
gone beyond the very thin waist, where the emperor loved his Italian mistress. But despite the defeats of history 
one cannot be exiled from oneself and the Countess, the first eccentric, the first narcissist of the photographic 
era, who was the first interpreter of the infinite parts of the female imagination through photography - empress, 
widow, prostitute, murderess, nun, madonna, dying - continued to direct Pierson so that his lens kept the beauty 
and extravagance intact. Her own darkness caught her when she wasn’t forty yet, when in her apartment in 
Place Vendôme she did what the moon does to the earth for a few minutes, remove the sunlight. The Countess 
closed the windows, drew the curtains, veiled the mirrors with black drapes, and went out only at night. The eye 
that did not want to look at itself became an eternal eclipse and she stopped, at her whim, the peaceful course 
of the solar system.

Pierre-Louis Pierson,  Scherzo di Follia
(The Countess of Castiglione), 1863, France,
enlargement by Braun & Cie 1930

Anonymous, Total solar eclipse, 1973, France
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He had chosen those pink flowers to set up the most delicate and cruel homage to himself, to the man he had 
been and, because of his age, he no longer was. And among all possible colours he had chosen pink. He, who for 
years had imagined himself as Zorro’s alter ego, who had dressed in the same boots and cracked the same whip, 
because he knew how much pink, still in the eighteenth and early twentieth centuries, had been the colour of 
virility, the polite and aware red of those who know strength, passion, justice. For at least two decades Zorro, 
an extraordinary anonymous photographer, had dressed the clothes of the masked swordsman. Each dressing 
had taken place at home, in the bedroom of an old Paris apartment. In the 1940s, self-portraits were in black 
and white, nocturnal. The colour and the warm light of the day, on the other hand, announced his maturity, 
and in 1968, the ’68 of all rebellions, taking leave of his fantasies, Zorro had inserted his beloved whips in a vase 
of carnations. Ikebana of a farewell. Thirty years later, David LaChapelle also wanted to ride in the domestic 
prairies of desire. He too became Zorro and let the executioner’s leggings wrap up his body. Blue latex, because 
the sky today is chromatically destined to men. If only this were the case, we would have to protest, but that 
little powder shoe, resting on the head, balances the game of conventions and reminds us that the colour of the 
ancient male power is the same colour that now belongs to women.

David LaChapelle, Shoe Story, 1995, United States

Zorro, Untitled (Still life), 1968, France
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Lovers of roses know that this sublime flower is divided into two parts and that each of them, so opposite, 
represents the convulsive, contradictory, chaste and cruel nature of the human heart. These adepts of pleasure 
are like two armies, that, instead of colliding in the open field, brush against each other, some bringing the 
corolla, some the stem, into their trenches. In 1920 Edward Steichen had already been a pictorialist, had already 
appeared on the pages of Camera Work, and was already the pioneer of fashion photography who three years 
later would be responsible for the image of Vogue and Vanity Fair. His rose, so delicate, so straight photography, 
speaks of a love so complete in opening up to the light and declaring the darkness from which the whirlwind 
of the petals is born. Everything is in balance between heaven and earth, between such a fragrant life and a 
perfume, rose water, used to prepare the dead for burial. And then the stem, those legs cut off in the shot by an 
anonymous German photographer in a Germany already divided by the Wall; those legs protected by chains 
and padlocks as if they were thorns, and those heels that rise swelling at the ankle like a fruit, and again those 
laces that tighten the skin of other animals to ours, are nothing more than the desire to protect and preserve 
this beauty. And whether we lean our lips on the petals or on the leather of the boots, little changes. Of love, of 
perfect love it’s what we are talking about.

Edward Steichen, Untitled, 1920 ca., United States

Anonymous, Untitled, 1960 ca., Germany
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You must have married the crime to be a leader, a Pakhan, as they used to say in the darkest circles of Russian prisons 
in the 1980s. You must have joined evil, declaring yourself its humble servant, to enjoy the privilege of tattooing 
the rings of command on your fingers. Rings of royal splendour with sceptres and crowns, rings like daggers to 
commemorate murder and revenge, rings where every ray of sunshine is a condemnation and the crosses are 
journeys to the « zone », the extreme fields of forced labor. While being lords of all violence, even the inhabitants 
of hell invoked a little peace, and then to the ring finger, where one imagines a small artery that goes up the arm 
and reaches the heart, where the spouses exchange vows, a scarab appeared, the lucky insect, the symbol of the 
resurrection for the ancient Egyptians. But how to rise from the darkness of the underworld, of any underworld? 
You rise again through the act of desiring, says Sergei Vasiliev, jailer and photographer; and the apple that seems a 
whisker from that hand, and instead is so far away, is certainly not the fruit of sin, for the condemned would smile 
at this, but it is the desire itself. The indestructible desire. The desire for the lost thing which, when it comes back to 
light, will have the bitter sweet taste of honey. And if the insect that distills the nectar dresses Thierry Mugler and is 
one of the sublime creatures that Alfa Castaldi shaped for Vogue and for the famous double pages of Anna Piaggi, 
then kiss your beetle, kiss the ring that united you to hope in spite of everything, because you are a lucky man.
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Alfa Castaldi, Entomologia, Mugler Vogue D.P., 1991, Italy

Sergei Vasiliev, Russian criminal tattoo 
Encyclopaedia, 1989, Russia



She is the butterfly, she is the fire, she is the light, she is heaven and the stars. She is Loïe Fuller in the words of her 
lover, Gab Sorère. Loïe is a woman who loves women, and in the whirlwind of silk veils that surround her she is a 
creature in the making, the woman who is becoming the new woman of the late nineteenth century. Before then no 
one had ever seen desire and pathos take such free and exuberant forms, almost already abstract. And before Fuller, 
no artist had made of herself her total, scenic work of art, where the fabric dotted with fluorescent radio, with which 
Loïe was dressed, dictated an unprecedented story of freedom in the dark. The Art Nouveau of self-determination.
Loïe Fuller, then Marie Louise, was born in 1862 in the most remote American province. As a young girl, she 
had moved to New York singing and dancing in vaudeville, later she had reached Paris and at the Folies Bergère, 
after three hundred replicas of her Serpentine Dance in 1891, she had created modern dance. In the wake of that 
bright success, Loïe had inaugurated an all-women company, had opened a school and had formed a team of fifty 
electricians who moved behind the scenes of every show of hers.
In the years when the electric light was turning into a daily presence, Loïe had sensed that the inner light could 
change the female destiny. Just turn it on and everything starts to swirl, to come to life. Just turn it off, yesterday as 
today in every part of the world, in Afghanistan once again in the hands of the Taliban, in the violence of the very 
modern west, and the veils and the light they are impregnated with will censor the energy instead of freeing it. 
They erase the body instead of erasing the night.

Anonymous, Untitled, 1880 ca., Algeria

R. Moreau, The dance of Loïe Fuller, 1908, France
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Anonymous, Nuclear bomb testing (Bikini Atoll),
1946, Marshall Islands

Yasumasa Morimura, Self-Portrait: (Actress) 
after Vivien Leigh 2, 1996, Japan
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World War II had ended the year before when the US government dropped two atomic bombs on Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki on 6th and 9th August 1945. In the summer of 1946, in the blue Bikini Lagoon in the Marshall Islands 
of the Pacific Ocean, the United States detonated another bomb. A test, this time, to verify the effects of nuclear 
power on ships anchored around the atoll. Sailors and commanders remained at a safe distance. A few minutes 
before the explosion they had received the order to drop a blackout mask over their eyes and had waited for the 
signal. At 08.35 they had seen the bomb explode, placed under a landing ship; between the ocean and the sky 
suddenly an immense cloud had risen, an inflorescence that an operator, flying over it, had caught in its deadly 
rising. So white, so soft, perfect and then that crown that drew the last royal circle, the moment before it dispersed 
in the air to become a dark column. 
When fifty years later, in 1996, Yasumasa Morimura wore one of the most famous dresses in the history of cinema, 
the red-sin, red-passion, red-pride, red-I dress by Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind perhaps he could 
not imagine that he was interpreting the very essence of the history of modern Japan. It is not only one of the 
most famous images of the Actress series, portrait and self-portrait of an artist who comes out of himself to 
become someone else, but the Vivien Leigh of Morimura, the Scarlett of Tara, the sweetheart rejected by Ashley, 
the ungrateful wife by Rhett Butler, is the face and body of a country that has lost the war and has chosen, by 
«americanizing itself», to wear the uniform of its invader. Who else is Scarlett O’Hara if not the woman who loses 
the Civil War? What is that red-death dress, with that cloud of feathers that envelop her shoulders and breasts, if 
not a premonition of the nuclear war that will be? And who is Morimura-Scarlett if not a loser, a Japanese born six 
years after the end of the Second World War, and who nevertheless accepts the radiations of American culture and 
its actress-bombs? «Tomorrow is another day» said Scarlett. Who knows what part of me will survive tomorrow.
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#8
George Hoyningen-Huene, Cecil Beaton 

as Elinor Glyn, 1930, France

Anonimo, Untitled (Study of a Hand),
1930 ca., France

If we had a movie camera, we would start with that hand of a Madonna and model that holds an ivory cross and 
shows it between the very thin fingers like the relic of a joyful sin. From the palm raised to the sky we would climb 
along the beads of the rosary, we would caress that girl’s neck and that scarlet smile that goes beyond her mouth 
and promises wonders. Even the eyes say so, in the mascara darkness that lets only the blue star of the iris shine: 
«enter the game». And the other hand also says so as it descends to the ground, towards her passions, and rests 
confidently on a tiger skin. If we had a camera, we would ask Cecil Beaton to continue the film, to play again and 
walk towards us, weaving into the extremely refined and cruel feminine that inhabits him. 
This is how the great photographer appeared at Elsa Maxwell’s birthday party in Paris in 1930. After all, how could 
he have celebrated the power of one of the most poisonous and two-pronged pens in journalism of the time? 
How to flatter that woman who loved women and decided the fate of anyone who aspired to success? As a gift to 
Maxwell, Beaton had offered another woman, the mother of all strong females, the tiger and the lady of bon ton, 
and had therefore worn the clothes of Elinor Glyn, English writer, screenwriter, producer and director, so confident 
of oneself to recognise and cast the talent of others. And the others were Rodolfo Valentino, Gloria Swanson, Clara 
Bow, all happy owners of «a certain something», or simply «it» as Glyn called it.
Posing en travesti in front of George Hoyningen-Huene’s lens, Cecil Beaton declared his particular version of «a 
certain something», that makes people different because they are stronger and more complete. And Beaton’s «it» 
was the power to speak to opposites, to the heaven of the saints and the land of temptations, to the feminine in the 
masculine and to the masculine in the feminine, letting the body, in the black velvet that guards it, reveal them 
both. In the mystery of his anonymity, another photographer had come to the same radiant conclusions and in 
the same years, in Paris, had played between positive and negative, and he too had seen a woman’s hand emerge 
through the faint stripes of a man’s handkerchief.
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Although it may seem strange, it is a good thing that Man Ray and Henry Miller did not meet in Paris in the 
years they both spent there. Strange because the photographer had arrived in the French capital in 1921, exactly 
a century ago, and the writer in 1928. Strange because they were the same age, they were Americans, both sons of 
a tailor, they were libertines, libertarians, atheists, individualists and they loved De Sade, even if Man Ray knew 
him better since, living in rue Campagne-Première, he was a neighbour of Maurice Heine, who was responsible 
for the true rediscovery of the Divine Marquis. But the strange game of coincidences continues because in 1934 
Man Ray prints the collection Man Ray. Photographies 1920-1934 Paris, while in the same year Henry Miller 
publishes Tropic of Cancer in Paris for the editions of the Obelisk Press and in the first pages he writes: «Paris is 
the cradle of artificial births». 
The artifice of fate wants Man Ray and Henry Miller to leave Paris for the United States in 1940, still ignoring each 
other and they only meet in Hollywood a few months later at Gilbert and Margaret Neiman’s house where Miller, 
penniless, found refuge. All together Man Ray and Juliet, his new partner, Gilbert, Margaret and Henry spend 
long evenings playing, drinking and dancing until dawn. But perhaps behind Margaret’s face, hidden by a painted 
papier-mâché mask, Man Ray imagines another face. Another body. Another love. Another city. And in this 
strange nostalgia, the portrait of Henry Miller and Margaret Neiman, that finally celebrates the meeting between 
the two men, actually becomes the self-portrait of Man Ray and of his secret desire to return to Paris and to all 
that he had experienced. Who knows if Man Ray remembered the tears he shed the day after Lee Miller’s farewell, 
those glass tears that he would photograph shortly after, those glass tears a breath away from the rimmel-smeared 
eyes? Because women must cry and suffer, the muse-women, the mystery-women, even the saint-women in the 
blasphemy of Sadian memory dear to every surrealist. Impossible to know if Man Ray had seen one of the statues 
parading in the Holy Week procession in Seville. What is certain is that the tears “see” better than the eyes.

Man Ray, Henry Miller and Margaret Neiman,
1942, United States

Anonymous, Santa Marta, 1950 ca., Spain
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We should do this verification every January, a cold, essential month, prone to reviews and new year’s resolutions, 
and check the state of the domestic and mental cages in which we live. An accurate check of the bars, doors, hinges, 
then the small opening that allows us to introduce food and caress the animal’s skin or fur beyond the fence, and of 
course better take a look at the padlock and the key that we keep hidden. Starting from the etymology of this month 
dedicated to Janus, a double-faced god capable of looking at the past and the future at the same time, the verification 
would help us understand where we are on our tiring and bumpy journey towards awareness, whether we are free 
or prisoners, whether we are open or closed to new ideas, whether we are in the flow or rigidly constrained, whether 
we are traveling or trapped. And the verb to verify, so scientific, surgical, aseptic, is not used by chance. 
Fifty years ago, in 1972, Ugo Mulas conducted his famous Verifications. At the origin of an investigation, unparalleled 
in Italy and beyond, was «a certain discontent with what I had done all these years» admitted the great photographer. 
And certainly he was not dissatisfied with the quality of the images, but with the recklessness with which he had 
chosen photography and had practiced it professionally since 1954. It was as if Mulas had felt the cage of habit 
and repetition: going into the studio, loading the film, focusing, framing, shooting, developing, enlarging, cutting. 
In short, he operated like a machine, and did it well, but without being aware of the reason that motivated each 
single operation, of the gestures, of the materials that made up the practice and photographic thought. Maybe this 
extraordinary revision had begun in 1969, when Mulas portrayed the jewel of Pietro Consagra, the cage-mask that 
imprisons the eyes and lips of the beautiful Benedetta Barzini. It was not a real closure, more feeling and seeing just 
a half. Even half a kiss. Yet it was enough to notice those almost invisible bars, blurred because too close to the eyes, 
and the cage would open. Observing the mysterious mise en scene of the Biederer brothers, it is up to us today to 
decide which of the two characters is inside or outside the cage, who is the jailer, who is the prisoner, who holds the 
imagination in check and who sets it free. A very personal verification.

Studio Biederer, Untitled, 1930 ca., France

Ugo Mulas, Gioiello di Pietro Consagra
indossato da Benedetta Barzini, 1969, Italy
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It’s one of those dates in everyone’s history now, and it’s a recurring question, «do you remember the day Lady D 
died? And where were you?» On August the 31st 1997, Princess Diana passed away in Paris, at the Pitié-Salpêtrière, 
in that same hospital where a century and a half earlier Guillaume-Benjamin-Amand Duchenne de Boulogne, a 
French neurologist, had carried out his extraordinary research on the conductivity of neurotransmitters and on the 
neurophysiology of emotions. Research that the doctor had also documented at a photographic level and that in 1862 
he had collected in the famous volume Mécanisme de la physionomie humaine, inaugurating the relationship between 
photography and medicine. Together with Adrien Tournachon, Nadar’s younger brother, and then independently, 
Duchenne had documented the different reactions of the facial muscles to the stimulation of electropunctures, and 
had thus identified, linking them to the movements of the individual muscles, thirteen primary emotions: attention, 
reflection, aggression, pain, happiness, benevolence, lust, sadness, weeping, whimpering, surprise, fear, terror. 
Before photographers enhanced the rapid evolution of emotions, and before joy, despair, love, pity, anger became 
an everyday subject, a scientist had already cataloged everything. In fact, what is Mécanisme if not an atlas of 
photographic emotions, of which the face is the protagonist? What is this medical book if not the very human 
attempt, in the words of its author, to «grasp the conditions that aesthetically create beauty», where the beauty of 
the face is always «the beauty of emotions»? 
So what is the portrait that Erwin Olaf dedicates to Lady D, in the Royal Blood series, if not the discovery of «another 
mechanism», of another atlas, that of the fiction of emotions? 
Despite the accident in the Pont de l’Alma tunnel, despite the mangled flesh, the beautiful face of Diana Spencer’s 
impersonator shows no pain. And not even among the endless news images that marked the life of the «sad Princess», 
is it easy to recognise the truth of her feelings. Duchenne made history for having been able to distinguish the facial 
muscles that cause a sincere smile, the «Duchenne smile», from those that generate a hint of circumstance. Who 
can say what the father of modern neurology would have discovered if Lady D had been one of his patients at the 
Salpêtrière.

Erwin Olaf, Lady D 1997 Royal Blood,
2000, The Netherlands

Adrien Tournachon (Nadar jeune) and
Dr. Duchenne de Boulogne, Étude d’expression,
1856 ca., France
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She didn’t want to hear about the sun or even see it. And if she could, she would have darkened it even in 
the sky, so that the day might become a very long night. Throughout her life, a life devoted to the theatre of 
herself and the show of her inventions, the Marchesa Luisa Casati was a lunar woman, of that lunatic, hypnotic 
and transformative madness, which diverts the flows and pushes the most courageous beings to explore other 
dimensions. Even that of the afterlife. The Marchesa loved, and so did Baron Adolph de Meyer, her guest in 
Venice, at Palazzo Venier dei Leoni, to evoke spirits and question them. Among the most reluctant «to be tracked 
down and to get out of her silence», Casati admitted, was that of Princess Cristina Belgiojoso, who was said to 
have kept the hearts of her lovers and even embalmed the body of one of the youngest and most beautiful. 
The Marchesa had not dared as much, because in reality she had gone further, dying herself of boredom after 
each kiss, and even stopping her heartbeat to escape the fusion of the embrace, as Gabriele D’Annunzio, her 
lover, complained. But then the desire for conquest would rise again, her eyes green as absinthe reopened, 
and the body craved a new skin, maybe even a new dress, one of those scenography dresses she would wear in 
grandiose parties, those soul-dresses that on her looked like «the ashes on the coals», as in D’Annunzio’s words.
Casati entered the scene and it was as if the life of others, ordinary even in wealth, was extinguished. And it was 
extinguished because that stunning, lonely woman carried the mark of lunar death with her. A moon never full, 
but in fragments, one for each victim, one for each broken heart, one for each portrait that the artists, taken by 
the enchantment themselves, have dedicated to the Divine Marquise, from Baron de Meyer to Man Ray, from 
Cecil Beaton to Giovanni Boldini.
Even as she got older, Casati remained faithful to the lunar hours. In her little London flat where she spent her 
last few years, her curtains were permanently closed and a black veil covered her face. She was far from sad, in 
spite of the fact that everybody had abandoned her and she was now in misery. «Unhappiness gives off a bad 
smell» recalled the Marchesa. And after all, when you are a lunar woman you get used to disappearing from the 
sky and shining again among the clouds.

Baron Adolph De Meyer, Marchesa Casati,
1912, France

Anonymous, Untitled, 1960 ca., France
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That gesture tells everything, the vocation to a subjective gaze, extraordinarily autobiographical in revolt, in suffering, in 
the search for authenticity. And the emblematic gesture is the tear that reinvents and makes unique the portrait of Vali 
Myers, alias Ann, protagonist of Love on the Left Bank, a revolutionary book by Ed Van Der Elsken, who in the 1950s 
explores the youth revolt among cafes, pavements, the caves of the existentialist Saint-Germain-des-Prés, in Paris. The 
story is enlightening: Gerd Sander was very fond of Van Der Elsken’s work; the two had met, Sander had expressed his 
enthusiasm precisely for that image and without a second thought Van Der Elsken had torn the print from the album 
which contained it and had offered it to the gallery owner and nephew of the great German photographer. 
If Gerd Sander, also a very refined printer of his grandfather’s work, jealously preserved this imperfect image according 
to the classic criteria of conservation, if Julian Sander presented it at the latest Paris Photo in the exhibition-homage to 
his father, who passed away the year last, and if today this image is part of a collection that has in its DNA the uprooting 
from the norm and the exploration of the underground, it is precisely because this image, on the edge of laceration, has 
the power to tell and bring together many lives. 
Of course it is the life of Ed Van Der Elsken and his community living on the sidelines of the law, with which he identifies 
and grows as an author - «I want to photograph people like me» said the Dutch photographer - and of which he narrates 
loves, violence, births, sex, disease, pain, illusions, death. And of course thirty years later in this «tribe», as Vali Myers 
called it, found herself Nan Goldin, soul of The Ballad of the Sexual Dependency, exhibited for the first time in Arles 
in 1986, she who considered Ed Van Der Elsken «a lover or a brother» at her side in the dive in the Bowery, among the 
protagonists of the New York underground. In place of Vali, Cookie Mueller, Trixie, Susan and their companions appear. 
Living, shooting and self portraying is the only rule, and even after moving to Paris, Nan Goldin enters and lives in the 
happily contested community of Le Carrousel, and in the capital’s most famous cabaret en travesti she portrays her star, 
Kim Harlow, posing in the dressing room.  Again it is a hugging look, a new family, again it is finding yourself at the 
center because at the margins, again it is courage, freedom. Miracle of the hands that tear, caress, dance, mend.

Ed Van Der Elsken, Saint-Germain-des-Prés,
1953, France

Nan Goldin, Kim in Rhinestones, Paris, 1991, France
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Jean Laurent, Armour of Christopher Columbus,
1870 ca., Spain

Lucien Gauthier, Vénus Tahitienne, 1920 ca., Tahiti

Surely in the excitement of the preparations of 1492, Christopher Columbus had not noticed that aboard his caravel, en 
route to those lands that he imagined were India, there was the wonderful Venus by Botticelli painted just a few years 
earlier. And perhaps not even Lucien Gauthier, born in Paris in 1875, at twenty-seven a bank employee in San Francisco, 
at twenty-nine fleeing to Polynesia, had not felt the presence of Aphrodite, golden and smiling next to him. Yet when 
he arrives in Tahiti and opens his studio, Gauthier photographs as if he had stayed at home, as if he were still strolling 
through the rooms of the Louvre or the Uffizi. One moment, time to update the classic painted backdrop, among palm 
trees, beach and rocks, and an unsuspecting young Tahitian woman takes the pose that in another part of the world 
celebrates the birth of the goddess of love, truth and its opposite, deception. Another idea of the body, of nudity and 
modesty that overlaps with the delicate violence of the eyes on the lives of others.
Had he known these images, which will have extraordinary luck the day after Gauthier’s return to Paris in 1921, perhaps 
Aby Warburg, who inspired this collection, would have included them in his illustrated atlas of Mnemosyne. The legacy 
of the past is projected onto the present through the process of memory, said the great German scholar. And precisely 
Venus is the symbolic form of the survival of the past. So what is this Polynesian divinity, with black and not blond hair 
loose on the shoulders, with amber and not white marble skin, with a strong foot and not one as light as a flower, if not a 
very ancient Western memory, so rooted, overbearing and indispensable to be projected on the present and deform it? A 
defence and attack weapon, our memory, almost another armour, heavy, shining, chiseled down to the smallest detail like 
that of Christopher Columbus, which Jean Laurent photographed in Madrid, in the collections of the Prado Museum. 
Next to this armour of virility, never empty despite the darkness in which it floats, the Venus of Tahiti tries to launch its 
arrows. She too has come out of the sea and on a shell she has landed, she too walks in a fragrant garden and if she wore 
a tunic the wind would lift the edges in a wonderful drapery. This Venus, who was not born in Kythera, but on another 
island, is also the Venus Pandemos, « the generator of all things ». Except they are all things of our part of the world.
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We would like to say that we feel the blood flowing in our veins, it would be very romantic, but it is not true. We only 
know the mechanics of this phenomenon, the heart beating and carrying oxygen-rich blood to every fibre of the body. 
Our body is an invisible organism, closed and protected by the soft surface of the skin, and we do not want to see anything 
of what happens inside, in its flesh, in its fluids, in its guts, in its processes. Opening the body, even if only in our mind, 
would mean to hurt it, and we suffer terribly. But images know no limits, they are stronger than fear and disgust. And so, 
in a part of the Western world that has made wounds the symbol of a god-man and of our salvation, the images open up 
and invite us to enter.
It had never happened before that a trickle of blood ran on a model’s face, eyes and complexion the colour of ice, and 
came to stain a wonderful haute couture shirt. But Paolo Ventura, an extraordinary artist who was born contemplating 
war photographs and reconstructed their violence even in his work in fashion, knows that images open the body of reality 
and are violent by nature. He knows that where the face and body do not betray the spasm of pain and suffer intact in 
their beauty, looking there, we suffer more. And we continue to suffer because we cannot look away, not even when we 
observe a crown of pins and thorns that martyrise the thighs of a woman, who’s lying on a bed of flowers. A crucifixion 
from the 1930s, so much the white drapery resting on the sex is equal to that of Christ on the cross.
So why do we look at suffering? Why do these « open images », and the definition comes from Georges Didi-Huberman, 
enchant us and prevent us from closing our eyes? Because these « open images » are perhaps initiatory rites, they are the 
secret access to enter the darkness of physicality and bring us closer to that cognitive experience which is always pain. A 
small wound, a stripping and the body opens and invites us to look at the unwatchable. And if we seek our most truthful 
portrait, we are this splendid and terrible shapeless thing, this dark body, this horror that makes us breathe.

#15
Paolo Ventura, The painter’s story #04,
2019, Italy

Anonymous, Entrecuisse épinglée,
1930 ca., France
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Originally, high heels were for men. A convenience that allowed safer grip on the stirrups on horseback. A privilege, 
because kings were entitled to the height of the throne even when walking, a carmine-coloured throne to be precise, 
like the red heel that raised the stature of Louis XIV. This game of stilts and waders would have continued wonderfully if  
Napoleon in 1804, on the occasion of his coronation as emperor, had not preferred flat shoes to the more aristocratic 
rise. And yes, the man was small, but his ego definitely didn’t need Ancien Régime tricks.
For women, heels were used above all to protect clothes from mud, but even with respect to this simple device, the 
Neoclassical had preferred to impose plantar humility. Fortunately, everything changes in the Victorian era and 
changes because, since 1839, photography has recorded the return to shoes of greater height. Faced with the realism 
of the lens, those foot prostheses lengthen the lines of the body and make them more beautiful and desirable. 
Undress a woman, yes, discover her in her recesses too, but the shoes must remain. Also for another reason, as the 
mysterious Monsieur X, a member of the French upper middle class, had well guessed, who in Paris in the 1930s 
loved to portray the girls of a Pigalle maison close. Never full nude, what a banality, but always a coat on very light 
skin, a silk shirt, a hat and always shoes, even where the open legs show the origin of the world, because it is the 
shoes, accompanying every step in everyday life, to give truth to women’s bodies and the desire they arouse.
Not even Helmut Newton, who grew up in the 1930s in Berlin, in the city that made women wear every perversion, 
would have renounced black, shiny, stiletto shoes, because he wanted to talk about real women and about real 
feminine power, in spite of the protests that his images raised each time. And so even under the sun of the Monte 
Carlo Riviera, Newton, who loved the gaze of Franz Rehfeld, Brassaï and Charles Guyette, offered his amazons the 
most dizzying décolleté. A mask to make night during the day, hair disheveled not only from the wind, high heels, 
and desire could walk safe and satisfied. And the Cinderellas, armed with the feigned modesty of low shoes, unreal 
for lack of seductive power, would stay home, by the fireplace.

Helmut Newton, Masked nude by the sea, Montecarlo,
1981, Monaco

Monsieur X, Untitled, 1930 ca., France
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Even Claude Cahun’s cats are two, a double, a multiple of feline personalities. One is lying on the ground and his eye is in turn 
an animal replica, instinctive and mysterious, of the artist’s eye. The other is in the hands of his queen-mistress, who perhaps 
caresses him, perhaps holds him back or something more, because she gently seems to take his breath away. When Claude Cahun 
makes this self-portrait in 1927 she is thirty-three years old, she has already met and fallen in love with Suzanne Malherbe, aka 
Marcel Moore, a lifelong partner, and she has already changed her name three times, transforming her original and feminine 
Lucy Renée Mathilde Schwob into the masculine Daniel Douglas, who shortly after becomes Claude Courlis to arrive at the 
definitive and fluid, even at a family level, Claude Cahun. The metamorphosis of names tells of a new birth without natural 
father and mother or gender definition, where the name Claude is both male and female in the French language and Cahun is 
the surname of the maternal grandmother, also Mathilde.
The vertical of the three names, of the three sexual identities, including the neutral one, as well as the vertical of the three 
generations, ancestors, parents, children, therefore develops in parallel to the compositional vertical of the self-portrait, and 
both lines reveal that overlapping of masks, genres, codes of men and animals, memories, essentially appearances, which form 
our ego. And this richness of meaning must have been so original, so layered, because it was Claude Cahun who gave the self-
portrait, now in the collection of Ettore Molinario, to Robert Desnos, who in turn had offered it to Youki Foujita, who was his 
muse and lover. An intimate gift, at every step.
François Leperlier, the greatest scholar of the artist, recalled that Claude Cahun’s search was for an « inner exoticism », an individual, 
intimate and narcissistic gaze on one’s own individuality. It was surrealism, it was anarchy, it was baroque exhibitionism, it was 
sublimation of the obscene, dandyism, it was the cult of the self professed by Max Stirner, an author much studied by Claude 
Cahun, but it was always, at any emotional temperature, a private dialogue. The artist wrote: « The happiest moment of my life? 
The dream, imagining being Other ». To politics, history belonged different gestures, equally strong and concrete, such as the 
resistance against the Nazis that Lucy and Suzanne - in intimacy and among friends these were the names they used and not 
those of invention - had fought on the island of Jersey, where they had moved in 1937.
Eighty years later, in 2017, Gillian Wearing, star of the Young British Artists, winner of the Turner Prize in 1997, enters the 
current that feeds on the genius of Claude Cahun - such as Pierre Molinier, Gina Pane, Urs Lüthi, Cindy Sherman - and pushes 
homage to the extreme by becoming Claude Cahun herself. Side by side, the young artist and her male and female teacher, 
Gillian and her adoptive double reveal another game of masks, more contemporary, now external to the ego because it is a game 
of quotes. The vertical that crosses the unconscious of Claude Cahun becomes the horizontal of our history, the chronicle of 
the days, being « post » to something that has already happened. Again it is a discourse on identity, on masks, but it is above all 
on the masks that women have worn to play the roles most dear to the male imagination. And despite « embodying » Claude 
Cahun, Gillian is openly feminist, she talks about women and defends them. And maybe that’s why she prefers dogs to cats.

Claude Cahun, Autoportrait au Chat, 1927 ca., France

Gillian Wearing, Cahun and Wearing, 2017, England
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Sanne Sannes, Untitled, 1959, The Netherlands

Sarah Jones, Analist (Couch) (I), 2007, England

Those who have not tried, do not know the pain and the desperate pleasure of lying on the analyst’s couch. The body 
reclines and it is as if it were 
re-entering between the edges of a wound that is still warm. Something, perhaps the muscles, falls asleep, for it is 
a bed after all. And something deep inside awakens, begins to move, to throb, to bleed. Once upon a time people 
were born in a bed at home. And it is this awareness of the unborn child, this bed for a new labor, that Sarah Jones 
has photographed since 1997 in her long series dedicated to the space that every therapist sets up for their patients. 
Among these rooms, where painful and therefore saving words resound, the room with the « red bed » is the most 
emblematic. Miracle of a color that reminds us of the cloak of the Magdalene in Masaccio’s crucifixion as in the 
redroom, murder in the mirror, in Stanley Kubrick’s chamber of horrors. 
Yet, it is precisely in such an overlapping of tragic space and the experience of love and loss that ideally another 
extraordinary author like Sanne Sannes has decided, in a short and very intense career, to stage the scene of his 
obsessions. At the center of the gaze are the face and the female body; of women Sannes loved to portray the 
emergence of pleasure, the movement of spasm at 1/25 of a second. Other beds, just unmade, other births, other 
deaths as such are orgasms. And above all other wounds, this time inflicted by the author himself who left marks, 
scratches, cuts on the living and delicate substance of the negative.
After Sanne’s tragic death at the age of thirty, his work was long forgotten. Four decades later his brother, Rob G. 
Sannes, awoke him from a deep sleep, yet another bed, and brought him back to light. The interest was immediate, 
so much so that the image currently in Ettore Molinario’s collection - a single enlargement made in 1966 for the 
Sannes exhibition at the Arnhem Museum - was already being negotiated to enter the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. 
What those engravings on a woman’s face hide or reveal, whether it’s love gone or rejected, or maybe loneliness, we 
do not know. We know instead that the first volume published by Sannes was entitled Oog om Oog, eye for an eye. 
Revenge, extreme challenge, violent union? My gaze that crosses yours and owns you? Perhaps. And perhaps it is no 
coincidence that Sigmund Freud « invents » the analyst’s couch and isolates the patient because it was impossible for 
him to sustain for long those eyes that are thirsty for pain and answers.

#18
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They had laid her on a black marble bed and exhibited her in the large window of the Paris morgue, on the Quai de l’Archevêché, 
in the hope that someone would recognise that young woman, fished out lifeless from the waters of the Seine. But despite the 
crowd that gathered in front of the morgue, the destination of the Sunday walk at the end of the nineteenth century, no one had 
claimed her body, no one had given a name to her still intact face and her inexplicably smiling lips. Such a delicate smile, as if the 
girl, who committed suicide, had glimpsed a light beyond the darkness and had brought back a message of bliss to the living.
The first to be moved by the mystery of this beauty is the medical examiner’s assistant who instructs Michel Lorenzi, originally 
from Lucca and emigrated to France around 1870, to take a cast of her face. Shortly after, the death mask is exhibited among 
the masterpieces of sculpture in the atelier window, at 19 rue Racine, and there it remains anonymous until, in 1900, Richard Le 
Gallienne describes it in the novel L’Adorateur d’image. In 1902 Rainer Maria Rilke, then engaged in drafting the biography of 
Auguste Rodin, passes in front of the same address, it’s love at first sight and that siren from beyond the grave enters one of the 
most famous works of the German poet, The Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge. The book ignites passion across Europe.
In the spell of the « Inconnue de la Seine », as Vladimir Nabokov baptised it, other famous victims parade at a macabre dance 
rhythm, André Breton, Alberto Giacometti, Salvador Dalí, Picasso, Man Ray, Louis-Fernand Celine and in 1927 Albert Rudomine 
who portrays the « Mona Lisa of Suicides », according to the definition by Louis Aragon, using the same lights with which in the 
studio he illuminates the faces of the actors and later the sculptures of Rodin.
Yet none of these characters, however assiduous of other dimensions of reality, dreamlike and frightening as they are, agree to 
truly join the mystery of the Unknown and her mask. Too dangerous perhaps, and the words of Maurice Blanchot are useless 
when he imagines that « that teenager with her eyes closed died in a moment of extreme happiness ». We must therefore wait for 
Pierre Molinier, the shaman Molinier, the man-woman, for that plaster cast to breathe again and to transform itself into the most 
authentic face of the artist, in his feminine double, which emerges from the deep waters of the ego and completes the perfect 
androgyny of the body. Legend has it that the artist at eighteen, in 1918, photographed his sister Julienne, who died of Spanish flu, 
also beautiful and a virgin in the white dress of her first communion. Molinier had locked himself in the wake room and lay down 
on that lifeless body, had enjoyed, had spilled his sperm, and those drops were « the best of me », a fraternal gift for Julienne to 
enter, she too happy and content, in the realm of the dead. After all, that necrophilic fantasy was just another smile, a dedication 
to lovers of fetishism, the only ones, like Pierre Molinier himself who would take his own life in 1976, capable of transforming 
death into the most extreme pleasure.
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Pierre Molinier, Le Chaman, 1968, France

Albert Rudomine, L’Inconnue de la Seine, 1927 ca., France


